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STUDENT'S TRANSPORT FACILITY FEEDBACK
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To what extent bus drivers demonstrates safe and preventive drivinE skills.
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To yrhat extent the drivers maintain prope,: dress code.
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How would you rate the creanriness of rhe interiar and exterior of ihe vehicre?
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To what extent the drivers communicetes related to schedute.
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Student's Transport Feedback forms received from students and swnmary as follows

Responses

(in %)Parameters

<60 >60

To what extent transpott
facility at JECRC is
dependable and
punctual.

22.3 77.7

appreciate the punctuality of
transport. Also, transportation incharge has been
instructed to enhance the transportation facility.

Most of the students

To what extent bus

drivers demonstrates

safe and preventive

driving skills. 23.0 77.0

for the College. The majority of students
appreciated the safety maintained by the drivers
while driving. Also, transportation incharge has
been instructed to talk with the drivers and give
instructions for safe driving.

Safety of the students/staff is the prime concern

To what extent the

drivers maintain proper
dress code.

19.4 80.6
incharge has been instructed to talk with the
drivers and give instructions to wear proper dress
code while on duty.

appreciateMo studentsstly this. Transportation

How wouid you rate the
cleanliness of the
interior and exterior of
the vehicle?

23.0 77.0

the interior and exterior of the vehicle. Also,
transportation incharge has been instructed to
proper maintain interior and exterior cleanliness of
vehicle.

satisfiedThe students are thewith cleanliness of

To what extent the
drivers communicate

related to schedule. 23.0

students feel that drivers
adhere to the schedule. Transportation
has been instructed to inform

The majority of the

before 3-4 day from of
new schedule.
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